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Evan Wick: The Freshman All-American
Wick becomes All-American by defeating Minnesota's Nick Wanzek

CLEVELAND, OHIO- The second day of the NCAA Championships at the Quicken Loans
Arena in Cleveland, Ohio was a tough one for Wisconsin wrestling, but a shining light came in
the form of an All-American victory for freshman Evan Wick. With that win, this is the 14th-
consecutive year that UW has had an All-American wrestler.

Standings
1. Penn State          120.5
2. Ohio State           109.5
3. Iowa                     86.5
4. Michigan              73.5
5.NC State               69.5
6.Missouri                51.5
7. Virginia Tech        44.5
8. Cornell                 43
9. Rutgers                42.5
10. Arizona State     37
20. Wisconsin        20

Evan Wick-165 pounds-Alive in consolation of 4

Coming into the day 2-0, freshman and No. 10 seed Evan Wick began session three in the
quarterfinals with a close 3-0 decision loss against the undefeated No. 3 seed David McFadden.
He was placed in the consolation bracket, needing one win to find a place on the podium Friday
evening.

In his next match, he squared off with Minnesota's No. 12 seed Nick Wanzek. Wick began his
bout by taking down his opponent within the first 20 seconds. Wanzek would turn the
momentum in his favor, however, escaping, scoring a takedown and riding out Wick for a 3-2
lead and 1:44 of riding time. Wanzek chose bottom to begin the second, but that would be his
undoing, as the 6-foot-2-inch Badger would work his lengthy wingspan in to lock in a cradle and
pin the Gopher 17 seconds into the second period. Wick joined alumni Isaac Jordan, Andrew
Howe, and Donny Pritzlaff as the only freshmen to become an All-American at the 165-pound
weight class.

Wick wrestled once again on Friday night, this time in the consolation of four against Cornell's
No. 16 seed Jonathan Chavez. The Murrieta, California native poured on the offense, tallying
two takedowns and a two-point nearfall in the first two periods, while keeping Chavez scoreless.
Chavez would make one final push late in the third, but Wick pulled out the 9-2 decision victory.
Wick will be vying for a spot in the third-place match when he faces Iowa's Alex Marinelli in the
consolation semis in session five tomorrow.

Ricky Robertson-184 pounds-Eliminated from tournament

Going 1-1 in day one, senior Ricky Robertson faced off with Chattanooga's No. 12 seed Bryce
Carr. Robertson and Carr would not give any space until the third period, when Carr scored a
late takedown to seal the victory and eliminate Robertson.
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Andrew Crone-157 pounds-Eliminated from tournament

After also going 1-1 in day one, senior Andrew Crone faced and fell to Minnesota's Jake Short
by a 3-1 decision. The two were tied going into short time of the third period, but Short secured
a takedown with :09 left to get the victory and end Crone's weekend.

Hunter Ritter-197 pounds-Eliminated from tournament

Posting a 1-1 slate after sessions one and two, sophomore Hunter Ritter faced a tough
opponent in his first action on Friday in the No. 7 seed Frank Mattiace of Penn. Ritter was
unable to establish an offense against Mattiace, and fell by a 4-2 decision, ending his
sophomore season.

Ryan Christensen-174 pounds-Eliminated from tournament

Falling to Forrest Przybysz of Applachian State and rebounding with a win over Columbia's
Tyrel White, Ryan Christensen was eliminated from the tournament after suffering a close 5-3
decision to the No. 11 seed David Kocer of South Dakota State.

Eli Stickley-141 pounds-Eliminated from tournament

Avenging an earlier season loss by defeating Purdue's Nate Limmex in the first round of the
championships, Eli Stickley dropped his last two matches with the eliminating loss coming to
Indiana's Cole Weaver by a 6-2 decision.

Day three and session five of the NCAA Championships will begin at 11 a.m. ET inside the
Quicken Loans center, beginning with the consolation of four matches, then the seventh, fifth
and third place bouts. Action will be shown and streamed on ESPN, with live updates coming
from Wisconsin Wrestling's official Twitter, @Badgerwrestling


